What would you do list by category/dept.

Find the videos on Hulu:

http://www.hulu.com/what-would-you-do

_Race/stereotypes (Social Studies)_

Dad Rejects Daughter's Black Boyfriend (3-2-12)

Interracial Couple Harassed (5-20-11)

Botox for Interracial Couple (4-22-11)

Interracial couple faces parents (4-22-11)

White Doll for Black Girl (3-25-11)

Deaf to Job Discrimination (2-4-11)

Racial Profiling (2-4-11)

Beggar Poses as Handicapped Man (11-5-10)

Anti-Semitism (11-5-10)

would you step in to stop Islamaphobia? (10-22-10)

Black Teen Shoppers Targeted (5-7-10)

_body image (Social Studies)_

Man with albinism under attack (3-16-12)

Too overweight to shop? (3-16-12)

Parent Wants Botox for Teen (3-9-12)

Tattoo drama (2-24-12)

Cover It Up (2-12-12)

So You Want to Be a Model (1-27-12)
Too Fat to Work at Health Food Store? (4-8-11)
Overweight Woman Faces Job Discrimination (4-8-11)
thin but not thin enough (3-25-11)
Man demands girlfriend wear less (2-28-11)
Waiter Scolds Overweight Diner (1-21-11)
Husband Criticizes Wife’s Beach Body (11-19-10)
Bride Becomes a Weight Watcher (5-19-10)
Mom Bashes Daughter for Wearing Bikini (3-18-10)